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Abstract The characteristics of the particle size

distribution (PSD) are an important reflection of

energy consumption during rock drilling and drilling

efficiency. A new approach incorporating both fine

and coarse fractions of the PSD to supplement the

typical approach of merely utilizing D50 (50% passing

diameter) to index drilling resistance and efficiency is

reported in this paper. A series of drilling experiments

are conducted on limestone with variable rotation rate

and with measured response of both penetration rate

and PSD. The PSD organizes into a bimodal distribu-

tion with two distinct peaks corresponding to fine

(Peak I) and coarse (Peak II) fractions. The mean size

of Peak I is mainly conditioned by the rock property

and the contact angle of the drilling tool. Peak II

results from the effects of grinding and comminution

and is conditioned by operational drilling parameters

of rotation speed and the penetration rate of the bit.

With an increase in bit penetration rate, the mean

particle size of Peak II increases and its volume

percentage decreases. With an increase in rotation

rate, the mean particle size of Peak II initially

decreases before slightly increasing at higher rates,

while sympathetically, its volume percentage initially

increases before decreasing. Such mechanistic analy-

ses applied to define the resulting form of the PSD

suggest operational changes that may be used to

control the resulting PSD and optimize drilling.

Keywords Rock drilling � Particle size distribution �
Size grade regions � Double peak characteristic �
Formation mechanism

1 Introduction

Rock drilling is a key activity in the extraction of fluids

from subsurface reservoirs, including water from

aquifers, petroleum, natural gas and gas hydrate from

hydrocarbon reservoirs and thermal fluids from

geothermal reservoirs (Hood and Alehossein 2000;

Ren et al. 2013; Kwon et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2016;

Zhang and Zhao 2020). The drilling design and

operation must consider the constraints related to both

safety and economic considerations. Many previous

experimental, numerical, and theoretical studies have

been conducted to investigate drilling strategies in
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terms of rock properties and to optimize the drilling

parameters to achieve ultimate drilling efficiency.

However, rock drilling is an intrinsically complex

process involving mechanical kinetics, rock mechan-

ics, material tribology, and fluid mechanics (Bon-

darenko et al. 2013; Lou et al. 2016; Che et al. 2016;

Rahimi and Nygaard 2018). Even though significant

improvements have been made in the fundamental

understanding of rock drilling, critical unknowns

influencing underlying mechanisms that affect drilling

efficiency still remain (Thomas and Filippov 1999;

Ciccu and Grosso 2013; Martins 2016; Wu and Han

2009; Che et al. 2012a, b).

The characteristics of the drilling comminution

products are closely linked to drilling efficiency. The

particle size distribution (PSD) directly reflects energy

consumption during rock drilling process (Weichert

1991). Furthermore, the PSD can influence the

performance of the drilling fluid which is related to

both drilling resistance and efficiency (Peysson 2004).

Generally, the smaller the average size of the resulting

comminuted particles the greater the drilling energy

consumed—due to the increase in surface area created

(Vogt 2016; Zhao et al. 2015). The PSD also exerts a

strong impact on the rheology of the drilling fluid,

influencing the efficiency of removing the drilling

products with a related feedback on drilling perfor-

mance (Gamwo and Kabir 2015; Abrams 1977). The

particles production of a uniform distribution of

appropriate size within the drilling fluid would

improve fluid rheology and reduce the consumption

of drilling energy—but at the expense of increased

energy consumption of comminution. The resulting

PSD also affects the heat dissipation capacity of the

drilling detritus with a potential feedback of increased

wear and damage of the bit (Yang et al. 2014; Beste

et al. 2001, 2006). There is an approximate correlation

between the rate of advance and the size range of

particles—the higher the rate of advance the larger the

mean particle size (Pfleider and Blake 1953) with this

also influenced by bit pressure, rate of advance, and

bit-roughness (Miller 1986; Ersoy and Waller 1997).

Thus, the understanding, prediction and control of the

drilling-induced PSD are important and have signif-

icant effects on drilling efficiency and costs (Jimeno

et al. 1995).

Although PSD is a key indicator of drilling

efficiency and energy consumption, the current prin-

cipal evaluating indicator remains as a single mean

particle size diameter D50 (50% passing size). This

neglects potential nuances in information contained

within the full PSD which may provide important

clues to mechanisms controlling drilling resistance

and efficiency.

This study presents a new approach to analyze the

particle size distribution resulting from rock drilling

and to understand the contributing mechanisms.

Laboratory drilling experiments are completed at

variable rotation and penetration rate on limestone

and the full PSD of the rock drilling particles are

measured. These observations are used to define the

main factors affecting PSD characteristics and their

related mechanisms.

2 Materials and experimental methods

Dry drilling experiments are completed with the

detrital products gathered and analyzed by laser

classifier.

2.1 Materials

The sedimentary limestone specimens were collected

from the Mentougou Mine to the west of Beijing and

characterized for uniaxial compressive strength, direct

shear strength, and thermal conductivity tests

(Table 1).

2.2 Experimental procedure

The drilling experiments are conducted in a bench

drilling system, as shown in Fig. 1. The blade of the

auger bit is cemented carbide YG8 with a diameter of

7.94 mm.

The two experimental variables are the rotation

rate, Z, and the penetration rate, T, with each

parameter specified at 5 levels (Table 2). Full suite

of drilling experiments is completed under each

rotation and penetration rate.

These parameters are electronically controlled to

obtain stable rates throughout the drilling operation.

Each rotation rate is matched to 5 penetration rates,

resulting in a total of 25 drilling tests, each 30 mm in

depth (drilling length). The drilling detritus from each

test is recovered and air-dried and comprises approx-

imately 10 g for each sample (Fig. 2). PSDs of the

drilling samples are measured in a Malvern
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Mastersizer 3000 (Fig. 3), using laser diffraction to

measure the PSD in the range 0.01 lm to 3.5 mm,

with three repeat measurements completed for each of

the 25 tests.

3 Results and discussion

We analyze the characteristics of the PSD from the

drilling experiments. The PSD is classified over its full

range and used to define principal mechanisms

contributing to rock breakage and penetration that

Table 1 Mechanical and thermal properties of limestone from the Mentougou Mine, Beijing

Compressive strength (MPa) Shear strength (MPa) Shear angle (�) Density (103 kg/m3) Thermal conductivity (W/mk)

145.4 14.7 67 2.6 2.4

Fig. 1 Rock sample and

drilling equipment

Table 2 Operational parameters for the drilling experiments

Rotation Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5

(r/min) 600 900 1250 1750 2600

Penetration T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

(mm/s) 0.75 0.85 1.0 1.2 1.5

Fig. 2 Morphology of the

rock drilling particles
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are distributed between the two peaks of a bimodal

distribution.

3.1 Integral analysis of PSD characteristics

Cumulative PSDs measured by the laser classifier are

shown for all drilling samples in Fig. 4. Particle sizes

are principally in the range 1–100 lm with little

content either\ 1 lm or[ 100 lm. The distributions

of the coefficient of nonuniformity Cu (Cu ¼ D60
D10

), are

plotted with the operational parameters in Fig. 4—

drilling with a higher penetration or rotation rate

increases the nonuniformity. However, at intermediate

rotation rates, the Cu represents uniformity than at

either high and low rotation rates. Furthermore, the

PSD curve for a penetration rate of 1.0 mm/s and a

rotation speed of 1750 revolutions per minute (rpm)

results in a minimum D50 (22 lm), with a maximum

D50 (42.1 lm) resulting for a penetration rate of

1.5 mm/s and rotation rate of 600 rpm.

The PSD curves (66 sampling points in each curve)

for all the full suite of experiments are shown in Fig. 5.

The drilling particle size can be classified into three

primary categories: (1) fine particle fraction with sizes

in the range 0.1–1 lm; (2) intermediate particles

fraction (1–100 lm); and (3) coarse particle fraction

(100–400 lm). Two clear peaks are apparent in each

PSD curve as shown in Fig. 3. Peak I represents the

fine fraction where the peak represents a particle

diameter of 0.3 ± 0.04 lm and a volume percentage

of 0.5 ± 0.08%. Peak II represents the coarse fraction

where the peak represents a particle diameter of

55–90 lm and a volume percentage of 3.3 ± 0.2%. It

should be noted that the particle size of Peak II is

greater than D50. The PSD profile of the fine particle

region remains near constant for all operational

drilling parameters. In contrast, the intermediate and

coarse particle fractions are broadly distributed with,

and therefore highly sensitive to, the applied opera-

tional drilling parameters. This results in a distribution

of peak particle sizes and significant variability in their

relative volume (Fig. 5).

3.2 Mechanisms contributing to fines fraction

(Peak I)

The form of the PSD is a direct result of rock breakage

by drilling. The drilling process consists of successive

cycles of penetration and rotation (Li and Itakura

2012). From an analytical standpoint, this process may

be divided into two separate stages—drill bit penetra-

tion to a certain depth followed by rotation at this

depth to shear off a cutting and leaving an empty kerf.

When repeated, this results in helical penetration and a

spiraled discharge of drill cuttings.

The penetrated rock is initially crushed by the

concentrated stress applied beneath the drill bit. The

rock fails when this stress exceeds the compressive

strength of the rock (Fig. 6a) leaving the surrounding

rock to be sheared by the rotation of the bit blade—

when the cutting stress exceeds the shear strength. The

comminution into particles occurs principally during

the normal penetration, with this penetration con-

tributing the main source of fine particles comprising

the fine fraction (Peak I).

A dense core results when the rock is penetrated by

the indenter (Chen and Labuz 2006) with this repre-

senting the main source of the finest particles. The size

of this dense core defines the proportion of fine

particles created during active drilling (Peak I). Based

on the penetration model of Fig. 6a, the penetration

volume is expressed as,

Vp ¼
ph3tan2 h

2

3
ð1Þ

where h is the top angle of the indenter; a is half of the
projected contact length of the penetration, h is the

penetration depth which is mainly related to the

compressive properties of rock such as compressive

strength and the friction and dilatancy angles (Huang

1999). Thus, the dense core volume Vd is given by

Fig. 3 Particle size distribution measurement system
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Fig. 4 Cumulative PSDs for different drilling operational conditions
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Vd ¼
2ph3tan3 h

2
� ph3tan2 h

2

3
ð2Þ

and is controlled by the geometry of the drilling tool

and rock properties. Thus, we can infer that the

operational drilling parameters exert negligible influ-

ence on the size of the dense core, based on this

theoretical description.

In addition, apparent from the experimental data, is

that the cumulative distribution of particle sizes

smaller than Peak I is near linear (Fig. 6b). Assuming

the diameter of any single particle size on this straight

line as ri, the number of particles is nri and the volume

percentage is A%. Correspondingly, the diameter of

any adjacent point is riþ1, with a number of particles as

nriþ1
and a percentage is B%. The diameter ratio

between these two adjacent points is riþ1

ri
, resulting in,

B

A
¼

nriþ1
� 4

3
� p� riþ1ð Þ3

nri � 4
3
� p� rið Þ3

: ð3Þ

Accordingly, accepting the linearity of cumulative

volume with particle diameter apparent in Fig. 6b,

yields,

Fig. 5 Particle size

distributions for different

drilling operation conditions

Fig. 6 Schematic of a rock

penetration model
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B

riþ1

¼ A

ri
: ð4Þ

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), the ratio of the number of

particles of two adjacent diameters comprising the

dense core of fines (Peak I) may be simplified as

nriþ1

nri
¼ ri

riþ1

� �2

: ð5Þ

This defines the ratio of the number of adjacent

particles is inversely proportional to the square of their

diameter ratio for the fine particles before Peak I

(Fig. 6c).

3.3 Mechanisms contributing to coarse fraction

(Peak II)

The coarse fraction (Peak II) is presumed to be created

by bit rotation that immediately follows the bit

penetration that created the initial fine fraction (Peak

I) as a result of crushing. The fractured fragments,

created by this bit rotation, are subsequently ground by

the movement of the drill bit during the continuous

drilling process. However, the initial PSD representing

the coarse fraction (Peak II) is posited to result from

this initial shearing, before a portion of this is ground

finer by crushing. The experimental results (Figs. 7, 8)

show that the position of the peak volume consist of

the coarse fraction (Peak II) is significantly impacted

by the bit penetration and rotation rates. The mean

particle size represented by Peak II increases and

volume fraction decreases as the bit penetration rate

increases (Fig. 7). This suggests that the proportion of

particles in the intermediate and coarse particle

fractions increase with an increase in penetration rate.

Note that, for the same length of drilling, the

comminution time will decrease as the penetration

rate increases, thus the particle size will increase as a

result of this shortened duration for comminution.

Rotation rate exerts a more complicated effect on

the formation of the coarse fraction (Peak II). At lower

rotation rates (\ 1750 r/min), the mean particle size of

Peak II decreases and the peak amplitude of volume

percentage increases (Fig. 8) with an increase in

rotation rate (for invariant penetration rate). Con-

versely however, for higher rotation rates (1750 r/

min), the mean particle size of Peak II increases and

the peak amplitude of volume percentage decreases

(Fig. 8) with an increase in rotation rate (for invariant

penetration rate). These results relate two mechanisms

of particle grinding present in the process of bit

rotation. The first is contact wear caused by the

relative movement between adjacent particles, and the

second represents impact wear between particles.

Impact wear is more effective in grinding than contact

wear when the particles are energetic and have high

impact velocities (Tuomas et al. 2006). Grinding

mainly results from contact wear between the adjacent

particles at a lower bit rotation rates where particle

velocities are correspondingly lower. As bit rotation

rate increases, the particles rotate with the bit and drop

from a certain height, induced by the impact wear

between the particles, and thus the effects of particle

grinding are reinforced. The higher the bit rotation

speed, the higher position the particles will fall from.

However, the particles will also rotate with the bit

under centrifugal force rather than falling when the

angular velocity of the bit is above a critical speed. In

this situation, the effectiveness of grinding will

significantly decrease enabling a greater number of

the larger particles to survive and therefore increase

the mean particle size of Peak II. Thus, in general, the
Fig. 7 Effect of penetration on the mean particle size

distribution of the coarse fraction produced (Peak II)

Fig. 8 Effect of rotation rate on the mean particle size

distribution of the coarse fraction produced (Peak II)
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fraction of fines represented by Peak I is a reflection of

rock properties, while Peak II is a reflection of drilling

parameters. The combined evaluation of Peak I and

Peak II could contribute to better comprehend particle

characteristics and optimize the size distribution of

rock drilling.

4 Conclusions

A new approach to analyze the particle size distribu-

tion resulting from rock drilling and to understand

contributing mechanisms is presented. Laboratory

rock drilling experiments and full PSD measurements

are completed to define the main factors affecting PSD

characteristics and their related mechanisms. The

following conclusions are drawn:

1. Analyses of PSDs indicate that the particle size

distribution is bimodal, classifying into two dis-

tinct peaks size fractions. The features of the fine

particle fraction (Peak I) are negligibly affected by

bit rotation speed rate or penetration speed, but

instead are influenced by rock strength. Con-

versely, the features of the intermediate and

especially the coarse fraction of generated parti-

cles (Peak II) are strongly influenced by opera-

tional drilling parameters.

2. Two mechanisms are explored to explain the

bimodal form of the PSDs observed as a result of

drilling. The formation of Peak I results from

crushing beneath the bit and is determined by the

contact angle of the bit and the rock property. The

formation of Peak II results from the effects of

grinding and comminution and is conditioned by

the rotation speed and the penetration rate of the

bit. With an increase in bit penetration rate, the

mean particle size of Peak II increases and its

volume percentage decreases. With an increase in

rotation rate, the mean particle size of Peak II

initially decreases before slightly increasing at

higher rates, while sympathetically, its volume

percentage initially increases before decreasing.

3. Clear from these experiments and analyses are that

the fraction of fines (Peak I) is principally a

reflection of rock and tool properties, while the

coarse fraction (Peak II) is a reflection of opera-

tional parameters of rotation and penetration rates.

Such mechanistic analyses applied to define the

resulting form of the PSD suggest operational

changes that may be used to control the resulting

PSD and optimize drilling.
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